How To Cite IMPACT

The database itself may be cited as follows:


In order for researchers to accurately identify information referred to within the IMPACT PACS and context databases, and for the responsible contributors to receive appropriate recognition, certain key pieces of information must be included in citations. These are detailed below, along with the field name found in IMPACT reports:

PACS Images

Mummy ID Number – MummyID
IMPACT IP Contact(s) – ContactName(s)
PACS ID Number – IMPACTID
Study Number – StudyID
Image Number(s) – Image number(s) as noted from the study

IMPACT Database. 2011. {MummyID}, {Contact Names}, {IMPACTID}{StudyID}: {Image numbers}
e.g. IMPACT Database. 2011. 23, M Smith, A Amilio, IMP02334(2):340-360.

Context Database Information

Mummy ID Number – MummyID
Record Name – Name of the record cited (e.g., Evisceration, Metric, etc.)
Record Number – Record number(s) as noted from the report

Any research data added to the context database from an IMPACT user will be listed in the IMPACT Wiki, and citations should also include those researcher(s) involved.

IMPACT Database. 2011. {MummyID}, {Researcher}, {Record Name}, {Record Number}
e.g. IMPACT Database. 2011. 124, P Tang, Pathology, 23.

Any changes to the architecture of the database will also be noted in the IMPACT Wiki, allowing future users to locate the information referred to by the original citation.